the mobility services you want
enterprise mobility management

a one-stop shop for all services
Nowadays, just about every company is addressing the issue of Enterprise
Mobility. Because networked cooperation, constant sharing of information and data and the ability to take immediate decisions is becoming
increasingly important for commercial success. So the question is no
longer whether to implement mobility, but how – with mobility now encompassing much more than just Mobile Device Management. It now also
includes management of apps and content, plus security and other
functions such as Telecom Expense Management.

The market for software, infrastructure and services is vast and characterized by a wide range of stand-alone solutions. T-Systems Enterprise
Mobility Management puts an end to this complexity because it brings
together the full range of capabilities in a modular, interlocking set of
technologies, infrastructures, processes and tools. It also answers the
question of where to draw the line between insourcing and outsourcing
to T-Systems.

Rediscover mobility with T-Systems – with a broad range of software, delivery models, core and extended
services. Simply choose the solution that’s the best fit for you.
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software, delivery and services. You can
choose Enterprise Mobility Management from one of the market-leading
software houses based on the range of functions you need. T-Systems
provides these services in various operating models – from public to
private cloud ensuring maximum security and also as an on-premise
solution. You have a choice regarding the relevant service and the level of
management you require. The range of available modules means that
you can choose any level of management, from self-service (where you do
everything) to fully managed services (we do everything for you). For
example, the EMM services available cover Incident Management, First- or
Second-Level Support, Service Management, and EMM Administration.
Other services include Device Management, or Application Management
with the support of App Services.

get started with a proof of concept. Conduct a test and get started with T-Systems Enterprise Mobility Management
simply with a proof of concept for the MobileIron solution for 10 users
over a period of 8 weeks.

your benefits with t-systems
Multi-vendor solutions: You use solutions from technology
leaders and can adapt more rapidly to innovation cycles.
Different delivery models: You choose the optimum delivery
method for you, whether from the public cloud, private cloud,
or on-premises
Modular, flexible sourcing: You decide which functions
you want provided as Self-Service or Fully Managed Service.
Flexible device ownership models: From Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD), Corporate Owned, Personally Enabled (COPE)
and Corporate Owned, Business Only (COBO) to Extended
Enterprise in a model that allows you to give business partners’
devices secure access to parts of your backend via managed
containers. The choice is yours.
Standardization: You benefit from seamlessly standardized
services, processes, tools and payment models with scaling
options for an unlimited number of devices.
Market-oriented prices: Opex rather than Capex, no investment or fixed costs, and a cost per user and month means
you not only reduce costs, but can also optimize your planning.
Security Made in Germany: Security has top priority at
Deutsche Telekom. The servers for our cloud products –
regardless whether public or private cloud – are located in
highly secure Telekom data centers on German soil. You
benefit from Telekom’s extremely high security standards
and from Germany’s strict Data Protection Act.

Scope of services: Devices (provided by customer), data (provided
by customer), support provided by T-Systems EMM experts, licenses
(provided by T-Systems).

contact
Your personal customer consultant
Mobile Enterprise Services
Email: Mobile-enterprise@telekom.de
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based on your needs. Your individual needs form the
basis for a T-Systems Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution.
Based on existing services, your corporate strategy and the respective
needs of the various departments involved, we identify the most suitable
components of Enterprise Mobility Management for you during the course
of an in-depth consultation process. We are happy to help you decide
which provider and services are the best fit for your requirements.

